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Introduction

C
“ Urbanism in colonial
South Asia was
fundamentally about
spatial segregation of
populations.”
—Eric Lewis Beverley,
“Colonial urbanism and
South Asian cities”
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Responsive Markets

rawford Market, originally
Mumbai’s central fruit market,
is a space where vibrant activity
is confronted with the constraints of a
colonially-built enclosure. Built in 1869,
the market remains an artifact of foreign
power, housing a resistance between
colonial and native building practices.
Crawford Market is positioned at the
center of Mumbai’s market district, north
of where the British Fort once stood.
Despite its optimal location, the market’s
Victorian-era building enclosure confines
activity to an island-like block that remains
disconnected from surrounding markets.
This insularity is further exacerbated by
the traffic circulation around it.
This project rejects and resists the
colonial impositions that constrain
Crawford Market today and reframes
its role in the Kalbadevi district. The
design intervention proposes a new
framework that supports market activity
architecturally, connects the isolated block
to the surrounding market community,
and invites people to a publicly accessible
park space. The intervention designs for
Mumbai’s hot and humid climate with
shading, ventilation, and programmatic
openness as key driving considerations. It

regards architectural elements as distinct –
coming together in varying compositions
across the site. The result is a market
designed with its Mumbai environment
considered, one that provides the project
with contemporary urban access and
infrastructure.
Crawford Market’s architectural
composition is regular and symmetrical,
reflective of British Raj building practices
in India. The “Indo-Saracenic” style,
used by the British, was a modified form
of Victorian architecture that included
some regional elements drawn from
Mughal architecture. These inclusions,
however, were merely aesthetic allusions
and did not drive programmatic and
spatial planning. These buildings were
fundamentally planned with Western
principles, inconsistent with South Asian
practices of organization.
This project aims to envision a market
that engages activity and brings in life from
surrounding markets – connecting better
into its environment. The project fits into
a larger discussion on how architecture
left behind by a colonial regime might be
addressed formally and conceptually.
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The Bombay Region
Mumbai’s colonial history dates back to
the 16th century when the Portuguese
possessed the “Seven Islands of Bombay.”
In 1661, the islands were given to Charles
II as part of the dowry for his marriage to
Catherine of Braganza. Seven years later,
Charles II then leased the islands to the
East India Company, the organization
that traded for Britain in South and East
Asia. The EIC then developed the islands
and reclaimed the land around them to
form a connected peninsula. By 1845, the
islands had been connected to Trombay
and Salsette at the north and east, which
were further connected to the mainland.
India was under colonial control by the
British Raj until 1947 when it gained
independence.
Bombay’s political and economic center
had been established close to the southern
end of the peninsula. This region became
highly dense with a large number of highrise apartments and Modernist projects
from the mid-century, juxtaposed with
the Victorian-era projects of the British
Raj. The city’s uniquely dense peninsular
condition made it unlike any other city in
the subcontinent.
The city was officially renamed to
the indigenous “Mumbai” in 1995 in a
nationalist effort to unlink from the
colonial connotations of its original name.
The city’s colonial memory is embedded in
far more than just its name; dual identities
contest with each other in architectural
space.
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Fig. 1.1 — Mumbai in its larger
Maharashtra region. The
southern peninsula was formed
by reclaimed land, connecting the
original Seven Islands of Bombay.
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Fig. 1.2 — Buidling density and height in Mumbai’s southern peninsula.
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Fig. 1.3 — Colonial buildings in Mumbai’s southern peninsula. Most sprawl around
the British Fort, taken down in 1862.
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Building Practices
The “European” town built by the British
Raj in Mumbai contrasted greatly with
the quarters of Mumbai already populated
by native people. The separation of
these dual identities predicated on the
belief that the native body was “mobile,
contagious, and threatening.” The Raj
set up a cultural and physical dissonance
between “white town” and “black town,”
based on the idea that the “white town”
is new, safe, clean, and orderly. Colonial
notions of urban segregation led to a city
that continues to be heavily divided – now
by socioeconomic status. The segregation
was further driven by the way regions of
the city were populated. Native Indian
people tended to group themselves
by ethnic background, profession,
or economic activity. This meant
communities were highly collectivist and
often insular. Contrastingly, Western
urban planning did not emphasize ethnic
or economic grouping. Rather, it organized
and imposed order using architecture as
a tool. Buildings would be symmetrical,
orderly, and clearly delineated.
Native communities were further
invaded and disrupted by colonial urban
planning on a large scale. Wide boulevards
sliced through communities in an effort to
connect the city but were often built with
the ulterior motives of creating easier lines
of sight and policing local populations.
An example is Sandhurst Road, a 100-foot
wide boulevard connecting the Chakla
quarter to Crawford Market, proposed
in the “City of Bombay Improvement
Trust Scheme No. XXX-VII” in the early
20th century. The proposal came from
the “Bombay Improvement Trust,” an
12
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The city, by contrast (to the
village), was a symbol of
foreign Western perversion,
a place co-opted to serve
global capitalist needs.
organization created after the bubonic
plague hit the city in 1896. The idea was
that wider boulevards would allow for
more sanitation and air flow. However, the
proposal was met with resistance from
Memons, an ethnic group, that populated
the quarter. The boulevard would cut
through their community, Memonwada.
Memonwada was not officially mapped
out; however, its location was known by
civil servants. In this proposed scheme,
we see a collision between the Raj’s
desire to create a certain type of city
with the Memon community’s desire to
retain its regional home. Hill stations,
cantonments, and military settlements
added to the sense of invasion; they were
the nerve centers of these large artery-like
boulevards, seeking to maintain discipline
from their satellite locations.
The village was considered the heart
of domesticity and production in Indian
tradition, especially in nationalist thought.
The city, by contrast, was a symbol of
foreign Western perversion, a place coopted to serve global capitalist needs.
The idea of a colonially built city – one
equipped with a fort, center of political
control, and an international seaport –
created a dissonance with the image of
the Indian village, one driven by a local
production economy and de facto selfgovernance.

Fig. 1.4 — Elphinstone Circle, one of the first colonial
design schemes in Fort. The building above now houses
luxury French fashion retailers.

Fig. 1.5 — Borah Bazar Street, a popular
market street north of Fort.
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The Market
The market is at the center of Mumbai’s
daily life and culture. Many of these
markets were built by the British and
continue to see heavy use today.
This thesis closely examines the market
as a space where the intention of colonial
architecture confronts the modern-day
economic and social activity within it.

Fig. 1.6 — The Mumbai market is a space where there is often a tension
between colonial architecture and the modern-day activity within it.
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Crawford Market
Crawford Market, the chosen site for this
thesis project, is located at the center of
the Kalbadevi District. The market was
built in 1869 by the British as the central
fruit-selling location in Mumbai. But
over time, Crawford Market has been
repurposed to sell meat, household goods,
other produce, pets, and paper goods.
The original colonially built market
stands along the northwest edges of
the block. To the west, the iconic and
widely recognizable facade stands across
a block of other colonial municipal
buildings – now repurposed as the Office
of the Commissioner of Police. Since its
conception in 1869, the market has grown
to include additional structures as needed.
Prime market real estate, however, remains
in the colonially-built stone enclosure for
its historic nature and visibility from the
main thoroughfares. The market block
confronts an elevated highway to the
east, one providing an express route from
Fort to the city’s suburbs. To the north,
Crawford Market faces a densely occupied
web of market streets radiating out.
Crawford Market’s block itself is
island-like, with a sea of traffic circulating
around its periphery, making it unideal for
pedestrians to cross over. The site chosen
for this thesis extends about 150 feet in
each direction from the Crawford Market
block to consider how the market might
connect with its immediate surroundings.

Fig. 2.1 — The Crawford Market block.
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Fig. 2.2 — Crawford Market’s block in
the Kalbadevi district.
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Fig. 2.3 — Section through Crawford Market’s colonially built section.
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Fig. 2.4 — Elevation of Crawford Market’s facade.
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Planning the Site
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Zoning & Connections
The design proposal for this thesis seeks
to create connections from the Crawford
Market block to the surrounding market
district in Kalbadevi. This is done by
identifying two pathways that traverse the
site and bridge over the peripheral streets.
The site is zoned with space for
permanent stores, more fluidly-changing
stalls, and added green and dining space.
Parking is moved off to a less prominent
zone at the southern edge. The coloniallybuilt section of the market is decidedly cut
through by connectors that invite visitors
in and out of the enclosure.

DINING

STALLS

COLONIAL
MARKET

GREEN
SPACE
STORES

PARKING
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A New Market
Market bridges span over busy streets,
repurposing the metal truss to connect
spaces. In plan, the architectural elements
do not necessarily follow the same grid
or logic. Rather, these elements coexist
to create unique spaces and allow market
visitors to define these spaces through
activity and temporality. An enclosure wall
protects the market from vehicular traffic
and noise while strategically creating
openings where a connection with the
street is appropriate. The controlled
enclosures and roof structures further
reinforce that Crawford Market is a
publicly accessible space that offers shade
and rest rather than simply a shopping
destination.
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AC UNIT
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Average Regional Income

Rs. 5,000
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